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Letter from the Chairman
25 September 2013
The Honourable Jann Stuckey MP
Minister for Tourism, Major Events, Small Business and the Commonwealth Games
Level 26
111 George Street
Brisbane Qld 4000
Dear Minister
I am pleased to present the Annual Report 2012-13 and financial statements for the period
ended 30 June 2013 for the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games Corporation
(GOLDOC).
I certify that this Annual Report complies with:


the prescribed requirements of the Financial Accountability Act 2009 and the
Financial and Performance Management Standard 2009, and



the detailed requirements set out in the Annual Report requirements for Queensland
Government agencies.

A checklist outlining the annual report reporting requirements can be found at page 44 of this
annual report or accessed at www.goldoc.com

Yours sincerely

Nigel Chamier OAM
Chairman
Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games Corporation (GOLDOC)
ISSN: 2201-0017
The Queensland Government is committed to providing accessible services to
Queenslanders from all culturally linguistically diverse backgrounds. If you have difficulty in
understanding the annual report you can contact us on (07) 5583 5800 and we will arrange
an interpreter to effectively communicate the report to you.
© (Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games Corporation) 2013.
Public Availability Statement: Tamara Morris, Manager Corporate Communications
Tel: (07) 5583 5802 Fax: (07) 5583 5811
Email: Tamara.Morris @goldoc.com
Web: www.gc2018.com
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Chairman’s statement
It has indeed been a productive year in my first full term as the Gold Coast 2018
Commonwealth Games Corporation (GOLDOC) Chairman. It is exciting to be a part of the
evolution of this iconic international event with the expansion and growth in GOLDOC staff
numbers indicative of the momentum in planning to ensure delivery of a great
Commonwealth Games in 2018.
The year has been marked with several major milestones that underpin how the world will
see us as we move towards 2018. The revelation of the Games Emblem at the Gold Coast
2018 Commonwealth Games™ (GC2018) launch will be etched in my memory for many
years to come as a giant nine metre inflatable revealed the fun, colourful and energetic
emblem that will be emblazoned across Queensland and our global promotions in the future.
The response to the Games Emblem design, inspired by the Gold Coast’s soaring skyline
and stunning ocean side location, was overwhelmingly positive and certainly augurs well for
implementation of the branding in years to come.
It is most important to acknowledge the commitment of the State Government and our
passionate and enthusiastic Minister for the Commonwealth Games, the Honourable Jann
Stuckey MP. We are most grateful for Minister Stuckey’s positive leadership and support as
we continue laying the foundations to deliver a great event in 2018. Indeed the Queensland
Government and City of Gold Coast’s collaborative approach to legacy planning typifies the
cooperation across our partners and many stakeholders required to successfully embark on
the next phase of our GC2018 journey.
I was particularly delighted to see coordination across our Government partners enabling the
accelerated redevelopment of the Gold Coast Aquatic Centre. The project is well and truly
underway and heralds the commencement of infrastructure projects in preparation for
GC2018. The Aquatic Centre legacy will deliver significant economic and community
benefits both in the lead up to and beyond 2018. So too will the Commonwealth Games
Village (CGV) project at Parklands, overseen by the Commonwealth Games Infrastructure
Authority (CGIA).The establishment of the CGIA by the Queensland Government will bring
together partners and provide a seamless delivery of major Commonwealth Games
infrastructure projects. This includes the exciting development of Parklands in Southport.
Earlier in the year the Commonwealth Games Federation (CGF) Project Review Committee
visited to ensure our planning and processes were on track. We were buoyed by the
comments of the CGF President, His Royal Highness Prince Imran who stated that the CGF
was satisfied with our progress and felt we were a very committed team, delivering the
Commonwealth Games in 2018.
I am immensely proud of our achievements thus far in 2012-13 and the establishment of a
new organisation with a focus on strategic planning, governance and budget management. I
thank the GOLDOC Board, Chief Executive Officer (CEO), committee members and team for
their ongoing enthusiasm and support. We are on time, on budget and exactly where we
need to be in the planning process. I look forward to a busy and productive year ahead as
we work towards delivering a great Games in a great city, leaving great memories and great
benefits for all.
Nigel Chamier OAM
Chairman
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Chief Executive Officer’s statement
Our first full year has been a success, a result indicative of detailed planning and
establishing the organisation and workforce to deliver a great Gold Coast 2018
Commonwealth Games (GC2018). We have moved from the foundation to strategic planning
phase with the development of the GC2018 roadmap. The roadmap summarises our major
milestones and ensures we comply with the Commonwealth Games Federation (CGF)
requirements and host city contract commitments.
We moved into new offices in July 2012 and the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games
Corporation (GOLDOC) has continued to grow at the rate commensurate to our planning
requirements. The team is spread across the three key divisions of Venues and Operations,
Finance and Business Services and Marketing and Communication. It is a dynamic
environment and exciting for me personally to see the talents of the team come together with
such enthusiasm. With the support and expertise of our three committees, Sport and
Technical, Finance and Audit and Joint Marketing, we are delivering the right foundations at
this critical time.
With the official GC2018 launch and Games Emblem reveal we have also seen the
development and implementation of our corporate identity preceded by the enactment of
brand protection legislation. These are significant milestones in GC2018 progress as we
become increasingly visible in the local community and beyond.
In May 2013 we travelled to Glasgow where members of the Executive Team and
representatives from City of Gold Coast (CGC), the Office of Commonwealth Games
Coordination (OCGC) and the Australian Government were able to meet with their
counterparts in the Glasgow 2014 team. With just over one year to go until the
Commonwealth Games in Glasgow this was an important time to meet and appreciate the
intricacies of the mobilise and readiness period prior to Commonwealth Games delivery. We
have had exceptional support from the Glasgow 2014 team who willingly shared vital
planning information. Following the Scotland visit I attended the CGF Executive Board and
Sport Development meeting in Kuala Lumpur to update them on the state of our
preparations.
We will continue to work collaboratively with our Government partners in the coming months
and have already spent considerable time working with them on roles and responsibilities. It
is through the effective harnessing of all resources and collaborative partnerships that we
will deliver a great event in 2018.
We have made progress in other important areas as well. The selection of a corporate
sponsorship and sales agency marks the commencement of our commercial program and
represents a significant milestone in the organisation’s evolution. We will continue to develop
our program in readiness for Glasgow 2014 including detail on our representation at the
Games and the logistics of our presentation for the Flag Handover at the Closing Ceremony.
We will welcome the CGF Coordination Commission in November for a review of our
operations and planning to ensure we are on track. Their visits will become routine in our
operation and provide the GOLDOC team and our key stakeholders with opportunities to
engage their expertise in the delivery of a great Commonwealth Games. We are satisfied
with our progress and the quality of work completed thus far and I feel very confident that we
will exceed their expectations on review.
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I am most grateful to the GOLDOC Board, chaired by Nigel Chamier OAM, together with
members of our various committees and working groups who continue to provide our
management and the GOLDOC team with willing and capable support. The ongoing
encouragement and support from the Minister for the Commonwealth Games, the
Honourable Jann Stuckey MP, is much appreciated by GOLDOC management and staff.
The year ahead will be exciting as we continue to prepare for our role as host city for the XXI
Commonwealth Games in 2018. We will deliver on our mission to conduct an athlete
focussed Commonwealth Games with excellent competition in a fun and friendly
environment with long lasting benefits for the Gold Coast, Queensland and Australia.
Mark Peters
CEO
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General information
Agency role and main functions
The Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games Corporation (GOLDOC) was established on 1
January 2012 under the Commonwealth Games Arrangements Act 2011. Its purpose is to
plan, organise and deliver the Commonwealth Games, in conjunction with the Australian
Commonwealth Games Association (ACGA), and the Commonwealth Games Federation
(CGF).
The vision, mission and objectives of GOLDOC serve as the foundations on which the
structures of the business are laid.
Vision
To stage a great Games in a great city leaving great memories and great benefits for all.
Mission
To conduct an athlete focused Commonwealth Games with excellent competition in a fun
and friendly environment with long lasting benefits for the Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia
and the Commonwealth.
GOLDOC’s objectives
• To attract the best athletes to compete in a technically excellent, world class, fun and
friendly Commonwealth Games
• To launch the Commonwealth Games into a new decade with an inspiring, memorable
and landmark event
• To help our partners make the most of the opportunities presented by the Commonwealth
Games
• To engage and harness the enthusiasm of our communities
• To contribute to economic growth by working with our partners to promote Queensland
tourism, trade and investment
• To present the Commonwealth Games in a creative way that will encourage
comprehensive and positive exposure and support.
GOLDOC’s values are:
G
R
E
A
T

Global – where we think globally for the organisation, the Games and beyond
Respect – where our work and thoughts are respected and valued
Excellence – where we deliver excellence in everything we do
Accountable – where we act with the highest integrity and fairness
Trust – where we are empowered to do our job in a collaborative environment.

Operating environment
The government services required to deliver the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games
(GC2018) will be managed by the Office of Commonwealth Games Coordination (OCGC)
within the Department of Tourism, Major Events, Small Business and the Commonwealth
Games (DTESB).
The Major Projects Office within the Department of State Development, Infrastructure and
Planning (DSDIP) will ensure the delivery of all venue infrastructure for GC2018 and be the
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primary liaison with the managing contractors. Economic Development Queensland (EDQ),
within DSDIP, is responsible for managing the land use planning and development of the
Commonwealth Games Village (CGV) and will work with a private developer to deliver the
CGV. The Commonwealth Games Infrastructure Authority (CGIA) has been established
under the Economic Development Act 2012 to oversee the planning and development of the
CGV and other major infrastructure projects and venues for GC2018. EDQ provides
secretariat support for the CGIA.
City of Gold Coast (CGC) has established a Commonwealth Games unit and will be
responsible for the majority of activities involving city operations, an arts and cultural
program and city legacy.
The Australian Government is providing a range of Games-time operations. The Major
Sporting Events Taskforce implements operational support across a range of areas including
security, immigration, customs, intellectual property, tourism and communications.
Proposed forward operations
During 2012-13, GOLDOC focused on the establishment of the Corporation and the
commencement of foundation planning. The overall organisational plan for GC2018 (the
Games Organisational Plan (GOP)) was developed. The GOP is a broad plan for GOLDOC
and its partners and covers the total period of GC2018 preparation, conduct and
decommissioning.
Based on a guide provided by the CGF, GOLDOC has developed a planning process which
incorporates the anticipated planning phases GOLDOC will follow:






Foundation Planning (November 2011 to December 2012)
Strategic Planning (January 2013 to December 2014)
Operational Planning (January 2015 to September 2016)
Mobilise (October 2016 to September 2017)
Readiness (October 2017 to March 2018).

In support of its vision, mission and objectives, GOLDOC has created a ‘roadmap’ which
outlines key strategic milestones and deliverables through to 2018 and the activity required
to achieve them. The planning and delivery process utilises this tool to provide a shared
insight and overview of the program. The Games Roadmap provides common language for
the program and encourages an integrated approach to planning between GOLDOC, Games
partners, key stakeholders, major suppliers and clients. The Roadmap provides clarification
at the highest level of what needs to be done and when.
The first version of the Games Roadmap (v1.0) developed in November 2012, was a key
output of GOLDOC’s planning effort in 2012-13. This roadmap took into consideration a
range of elements including GOLDOC’s various contractual obligations, stakeholder
involvement, budget and interdependencies. The roadmap summarised the major
milestones along the path to GC2018 and informed the development of the Games Master
Schedule (GMS) and the 2013-14 Business and Operational Plans. It considered different
planning streams including stakeholder focus, venues and infrastructure development,
operational deliverables, workforce development, commercial and marketing efforts and
other corporate services.
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Non-financial performance
Government objectives for the community
GC2018 provides much more than the 11 days of sport that will be witnessed in 2018. It also
provides an opportunity for continuing positive effects on economic, social and cultural
activities before and after the actual event.
In March 2013, the Government through the OCGC and in collaboration with CGC,
commenced a three stage community consultation process to inform the development of a
legacy plan for GC2018.
Discussions have occurred with key stakeholders across sectors such as tourism, trade and
investment, small business and sport and recreation to identify how government and
community can work together to build expertise, knowledge and investment and achieve
legacy outcomes.
The legacy plan is anticipated to be released later this year and will be accompanied by an
evaluation and monitoring framework.
The plan will outline the government’s objectives for GC2018 and how the local, national and
international profile of the Commonwealth Games can be used to provide lasting benefits to
Queensland generally and the Gold Coast in particular.
GC2018 preparations are still in the early stages. While general objectives of value for
money, improving community facilities and building business opportunities are already being
embodied in planning, there is still time to prepare for and deliver more specific community
objectives once the legacy plan is released.
Other whole-of-government plans / specific initiatives
The Government has released a six month action plan for July to December 2013 to help
grow a four-pillar economy focusing on developing Queensland’s strengths in tourism,
agriculture, resources and construction.
Within the scope of economic growth and infrastructure development, the Government has
committed to progress the development of a Health and Knowledge precinct. The will
incorporate residential and commercial / retail elements as components of the CGV at
Parklands.
The CGV will be the catalyst for the first stage of the long term delivery of a vital piece of
infrastructure for the city.
The 29.4 hectare site at Parklands, Southport was declared as a Priority Development Area
on 1 February 2013, which paves the way to fast-track development of the CGV.
Expressions of Interest for a development partner for the CGV commenced on 1 April 2013
and closed on 17 May 2013.
EDQ has completed an assessment of Expressions of Interest and short-listed respondents
were announced on 26 June 2013 and invited to submit detailed proposals for further
consideration. GOLDOC is represented on the technical and evaluation panels.
It is expected that the successful development partner will be announced in early 2014.
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An early works design team has been appointed and the project is on track to enable
commencement of site preparation and early works in late October 2013.
Agency objectives and performance indicators
GOLDOC’s objectives during 2012-13 related to establishment, planning, consultation and
information gathering.
Foundation planning activities were the primary focus and included:










Developing v1.0 of the Games Roadmap
Developing more detailed plans and tools, such as the GOP and the GMS
Beginning to define responsibilities and implementing governance arrangements with
other agencies involved in the delivery of the Commonwealth Games, including the
OCGC, CGC, CGIA and the Federal Government
Establishing the corporate office and required support services and policies, including
Information, Communication and Technology (ICT), Finance, Procurement, Information
Management, Human Resources and Program Management
Developing the GC2018 brand and the successful launch of the Games Emblem
Finalising of the sports program
Confirming the capital works schedules, budgets and sources of committed funding
Conducting a detailed budget review, particularly for key risk areas (e.g. security,
transport, venue construction and the CGV)
Working closely with the CGF and Glasgow 2014 Organising Committee to build the
collective Commonwealth Games knowledge and to leverage such opportunities.

The key success factors for GOLDOC were to deliver on milestones outlined in the CGF
Games manuals and to meet the extensive range of compliance obligations that GOLDOC
has to the CGF.
GOLDOC has approximately 1,600 compliance obligations to the CGF as part of GC2018
delivery. These obligations are sourced from the Host City Contract, the CGF Games
manuals and the Gold Coast City Candidate City File (Bid Book). The GMS is a tool to track
the milestones and activities in the Games Roadmap, Games manuals, Functional Area (FA)
plans, business and operational plans and CGF compliance obligations. The GMS marries
milestones and activities with Games planning phases, budget, resources and FA
interdependencies. Milestone delivery will rely heavily on the integrated reporting process
which will inform each FA of what needs to be done when, tracked against allocated
resources and budget.
Agency service areas, service standards and other measures
As part of its performance reporting obligations to government, GOLDOC has developed two
service standards that will be tracked annually. The first measure will reflect the level of
satisfaction of the CGF with GOLDOC’s preparations for GC2018. A level of ‘satisfied’ will
indicate that the anticipated milestones and compliance obligations, as established by the
CGF, are being met. The second measure will track how the target market feels engaged
with GC2018 and therefore its likelihood to attend, volunteer or in some way be involved.
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Financial performance
Summary of financial performance
The audited financial statements of GOLDOC for the year ended 30 June 2013 are included
in this Annual Report. A summary of the operating financial results, assets and liabilities are
shown in the following table with a comparison against the year ended 30 June 2012, which
was for a period of six months only.

An increase in the income earned from the 2011-12 financial year to 2012-13 is
commensurate with grant funding required to meet an increase in the expenditure
obligations of GOLDOC between these years.
Other income of $495,000 is a predominately non-cash item relating to an unrealised foreign
exchange gain booked in the 2012-13 financial year. This item has no bearing on the project
financial performance of GOLDOC and will be reversed in subsequent financial years in
accordance with accounting standards.
An increase in total expenses is aligned to an increase in project activity and related
workforce requirements from 11 to 26 staff. Included in the total expenses for 2012-13 is an
increase in depreciation that relates to the implementation of GOLDOC’s fixed assets
register for all assets placed in service.
Total equity has increased from the 2011-12 financial year mainly due to the purchase and
capitalisation of fixed assets for the office fit out, ICT and Information Management System
implementation projects.
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Governance – management and structure
Organisational structure
GOLDOC was established under the Commonwealth Games Arrangements Act 2011 and is
a statutory body.
Under the Act, the Chairman and Board members are appointed by the Governor in Council
and the Board is responsible to the Minister for Tourism, Major Events, Small Business and
the Commonwealth Games. As at 30 June 2012, GOLDOC had eight Board members
including the Chairman.
The general staffing strategy involves a core team of full-time staff directing specialist
contractors and support volunteers. It is planned that staff will reach a total of approximately
1,000. In addition several thousand contractors (e.g. security, transport and catering) and up
to 15,000 volunteers will be called upon.
The organisational structure will grow and evolve. As at 30 June 2013 the team had 26 full
time equivalent staff members (including a secondee), including three General Managers.
Divisional update
Executive Office
A key focus of this division during 2012-13 involved the establishment of the Board
processes and committees and robust corporate governance foundations. The Project
Management function was also established and significant progress was made in the Games
planning process resulting in the development of the GOP, Games Roadmap and an initial
draft of the GMS v1.0. These documents have been developed to assist GOLDOC with
Games planning and are also required to ensure our obligations to the CGF are met. A
corporate planning framework was also established which delivered GOLDOC's first
business plan and divisional operational plans.
Marketing and Communication
The year 2012-13 saw GOLDOC establish the fundamentals of its marketing and
communication program with emphasis on the former. This included the development and
launch of the brand and visual identity of GC2018. This work has given GOLDOC a market
position, core messages and a distinctive look. They are solid foundations on which to build.
Also in 2012-13, work was undertaken to recruit a corporate sponsorship and sales agency
and, with government, implement brand protection measures.
Finance and Business Services
This division has established the platform for corporate services required for GOLDOC
including Human Resources, Finance, Information Management, ICT, Legal Services and
Procurement. This has involved the development of strategies and policy implementation for
business systems and corporate computer applications, a financial reporting and
procurement framework and workforce planning methodology that is consistent with
GOLDOC’s strategic direction, business and legislative requirements.
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Venues and Operations
The division commenced significant planning for the delivery of the sport program, Games
venues (including the Village) and operational activities including technology, broadcast,
press operations, security, transport and logistics, medical, catering, cleaning and waste,
accreditation and city operations associated with the Games. During 2012-13 this division
established security, venues and transport working groups and undertook a review of
competition and non-competition venues.
Boards and committees
The Board
The Board derives its authority from the enabling legislation. In accordance with its charter,
the Board is to comprise of no fewer than eight members at any one time. The Board is
responsible for the way GOLDOC performs its functions and exercises its powers in an
appropriate, effective and efficient way.
GOLDOC Board meetings are held every two months.
Nigel Chamier OAM - Chairman, GOLDOC
Executive Chairman of NAC Investments Pty. Ltd.
Mr Chamier is Chairman of GOLDOC and the CGIA. He has been the Honorary Consul for
Sweden since 2000 and Dean of The Consular Corps of Queensland in 2012/2013. He is
currently the Vice President of The Brisbane Club. A Fellow of the Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors, a Fellow of the Australian Property Institute and Fellow of the
Australian Institute of Company Directors, Mr Chamier advises many organisations on
property and other related matters. A former President of the Queensland Division of the
Property Council Australia, Mr Chamier was awarded a Medal of the Order of Australia in
1994 for services to the property industry and in June 2008, was awarded the Royal Order of
the Polar Star for Services to Sweden. Mr Chamier has recently overseen the highly
acclaimed $215 million restoration of Brisbane City Hall and played a major role in the
development of some of Brisbane’s landmark buildings like Central Plaza and Riverside in
Eagle Street. For some 20 years Mr Chamier had a highly successful career with Jones
Lang La Salle, retiring as Joint Managing Director in 1991. Other key appointments included
Chairman of the Office of Economic Development for the City of Brisbane Limited and a
founding Director of The Brisbane Airport Corporation.
Sam Coffa AM JP - Deputy Chairman, GOLDOC
President, ACGA
Sam Coffa has been both an outstanding athlete and sports administrator. Sam represented
Australia at the World Championships (1964), Commonwealth Games (1962) and the
Olympic Games (1964). He was also Victorian Champion from 1959-1969 and Australian
Champion six times. Sam has held top leadership and administrative positions in
weightlifting and also with the ACGA. He was Deputy Chairman of the 2006 Melbourne
Commonwealth Games Bid Committee and Deputy Chairman of the 2006 Melbourne
Commonwealth Games Organising Committee. Sam was recently appointed to the CGF
Executive Board and is Vice President of the International Weightlifting Federation.
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Stephen Conry – Board Member
Chief Executive Officer and International Director, Jones Lang LaSalle
Stephen Conry is the Australian Chief Executive Officer and an International Director of
Jones Lang LaSalle, the largest commercial property services firm in the nation. Over the
past 30 years with Jones Lang LaSalle, Mr Conry specialised in commercial development
feasibility, marketing, valuation and investment consultancy acting on behalf of major
developers and institutional investors in the commercial property sector. He has been a
member of Jones Lang LaSalle’s National Executive since 1999 and held various senior
national leadership roles with the firm. In addition, Mr Conry has held board positions with
numerous organisations and is a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Company Directors, a
Fellow of the Australian Property Institute and a Fellow of the Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors.
Catherine Tanna – Board Member
Chair, BG Australia
Catherine Tanna is the Chair of BG Australia, the company responsible for Australia’s
biggest coal-seam gas project. Ms Tanna brings a strong business sense to the table,
having spent years working out of The Hague while managing the gas interests of energy
giant Shell. Ms Tanna is also a Director of the Reserve Bank of Australia.
Perry Crosswhite AM – Board Member
Chief Executive, ACGA
Perry Crosswhite is head of the ACGA and is one of Australia's most senior and experienced
sports administrators. He has held senior sports positions with the Australian Olympic
Committee, the 2000 Sydney Olympics and 2006 Melbourne Commonwealth Games, State
and Federal governments, the Australian Sports Commission and the Australian Institute of
Sport. Perry was a member of four Australian Olympic Teams representing Australia in
basketball in 1972 in Munich, 1976 in Montreal and 1980 in Moscow. He was captain in 1976
and 1980 and played over 300 games for Australia from 1970 to 1980.
Mike Victor OAM – Board Member
President, ACGA (Queensland Division)
Mike Victor has extensive knowledge and experience in the sporting arena and has officiated
at two Olympic Games, nine Commonwealth Games, seven World Championships and
numerous Union Cycliste Internationale (UCI) events in Australia, New Zealand and Japan.
A few achievements include being awarded a Meritorious Medal by Cycling Australia in
1987, appointed CEO of Cycling Queensland from 1985-1997 and a member of the UCI
Solidarity Commission from 1996-2010. In addition, Mr Victor was President of Cycling
Australia from 2000-2009 and Cycling Competition Manager for the Melbourne
Commonwealth Games in 2006. In 2005, Mike was awarded an Order of Australia Medal for
services to the sport of cycling as an administrator, technical official and event organiser. Mr
Victor is currently President of the ACGA (Queensland Div), Board Member / Director of the
ACGA and was a member of the Advisory Committee organising the 2010 World Cycling
Championships, as well as member of the operations subcommittee for that event.
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Glynis Nunn-Cearns OAM – Board Member
Executive Director, Australian Track and Field Coaches Association
Glynis Nunn-Cearns has a long and distinguished career in sport as both an athlete and
administrator. Best known for her gold medals in the Commonwealth and Olympic Games,
she is a qualified senior teacher and coach. She has coached athletes for the World Youth,
Junior, Commonwealth, World Championships and Olympic Games. Glynis commits her
time to coaching and her role as Executive Director of the Australian Track and Field
Coaches Association and is a Board member of the Gold Coast Academy of Sport.
Dennis Chant – Board Member
Managing Director, Queensland Airports Ltd.
Dennis Chant has been the Managing Director of Gold Coast Airport Pty Ltd and
Queensland Airports Ltd. for 14 years. He is a member of the Board of Events Queensland
Gold Coast and of the Gold Coast Light Rail Business Advisory Committee. Dennis is also a
member of the Advisory Board for the Tourism and Transport Forum and the World
Governing Board of Airports Council International. He was formerly the Chairman of Gold
Coast Tourism and is a member of the Australian Institute of Company Directors, the
Institute of Engineers Australia and a Registered Professional Engineer.

The following committees of the Board have been established:
Joint Marketing Committee (JMC)
GOLDOC is responsible for preparing and developing the Marketing Plan (MP) and the Joint
Marketing Committee (JMC) is responsible for approving the MP no later than five years
before the Opening Ceremony. The JMC will use its best endeavours to maximise the
revenue of the Joint Marketing Program (JMP) whilst taking account of the development and
conduct of the JMP and the MP in a manner which:
 protects and preserves the integrity of the Games;
 enhances the goodwill, good name and reputation of the CGF, the ACGA and the
organisers of future Games in respect of marketing opportunities; and
 strives to enhance the value and promote the understanding of the Games ‘brand’ in
relation to all marketing initiatives in the full spirit of the vision of the CGF (to promote a
unique, friendly, world class Commonwealth Games and to develop sport for the benefit
of the people, the nations and the territories of the Commonwealth, and thereby
strengthen the Commonwealth).
Finance and Audit Committee (FAC)
The purpose of the Finance and Audit Committee (FAC) is to assist the Board in discharging
its responsibilities under the Financial Accountability Act 2009, Financial and Performance
Management Standard 2009, Statutory Bodies Financial Arrangements Act 1982 and
Commonwealth Games Arrangements Act 2011 and other requirements of regulatory
bodies, including the Commonwealth Games Federation (CGF), in relation to financial
accounting, reporting and risk management. The committee is an advisory committee
established by GOLDOC’s Board. The Board has not delegated any decision-making
authority to the committee. However, the committee may bring particular matters to the
Board’s attention and make recommendations for the Board’s approval. Subject to approval
by the Board, the committee is able to engage independent external consultants as
necessary to meet its obligations.
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Sport and Technical Committee (STC)
The functions of the Sport and Technical Committee (STC) are to review and make
recommendations to the GOLDOC Board on policy pertaining to sport and technical matters
in the planning, coordination and delivery of GC2018. More specifically these functions
include the areas of:
 Overlay and venue development (including field of play)
 Sports program review and finalisation
 Sport competition (management, volunteers and test events)
 Sport policy and operations, (equipment, publications, operations, technical officials and
Games training)
 Sport services (sport results, sport entries and competition schedule)
 Sport presentation (ceremonies, operations and technical)
 Information technology related to sport
 Special projects associated with sport
 Liaison with international sport federations and subsequent rulings
 Athlete accommodation
 Technical officials accommodation
 Athlete services at the CGV
 Media protocols for contact with athletes
 Athlete and officials security
 Athlete, team officials and technical officials transport
 Medical services – sports medicine and doping control
 Sport development prior to and post GC2018.
The committee is an advisory committee to the GOLDOC Board.
Remuneration Committee
The purpose of the Remuneration Committee is to assist the Board in fulfilling its
responsibilities on matters relating to the appointment of senior executives and the
remuneration, bonuses and incentives of the CEO and GOLDOC staff. The committee is a
decision-making committee established by the GOLDOC Board. The Board has delegated
decision-making authority to the committee in respect of policy matters relating to senior
appointments and remuneration. The committee may also bring particular matters to the
Board’s attention and make recommendations for approval. Subject to approval by the
Board, the committee is able to engage independent external consultants as necessary to
meet its obligations.
Executive management
The executive management team is led by CEO Mark Peters and includes three General
Managers to head up key divisions.
Mark Peters - Chief Executive Officer
The CEO has overall responsibility for the efficient and effective administration and operation
of GOLDOC. He is responsible for ensuring the delivery of plans for GC2018 in accordance
with the terms of the Host City Contract and with the commitments made by government,
CGC, the ACGA and the Gold Coast City 2018 Commonwealth Games Bid Ltd. Other major
responsibilities include managing the financial performance of GOLDOC, establishing
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successful relationships with other organisations and assisting government in the timely
delivery of venues. The CEO works closely with the OCGC and CGC to successfully stage
GC2018. The CEO reports to the Chairman of GOLDOC’s Board and has responsibility for
the delivery of the Board’s priorities.
Ian Whitehead - General Manager, Venues and Operations
This position plays a pivotal role in the operational planning and delivery of GC2018 venues
including the CGV in Games mode. A key responsibility is to coordinate detailed venue
planning, overview construction, develop the sport program, coordinate the transport and
security planning and develop operational plans for GC2018 venues (competition and noncompetition). The final phase will be to coordinate an extensive team of venue managers in
the preparation, readiness testing and operational delivery of an event within GC2018
venues on behalf of GOLDOC. The General Manager, Venues and Operations manages the
development of integrated strategic plans, operational plans, procurement plans, workforce
plans and comprehensive budgets for all venues associated with GC2018.
Helen Moore - General Manager, Finance and Business Services
The General Manager, Finance and Business Services is responsible for the strategic
direction of the finance, legal, human resources and other corporate services functions.
The division’s role is to plan, manage and lead the Finance and Business Services function,
ensuring the efficient and effective operation of GOLDOC within the agreed budget. This role
entails the provision of appropriate advice on all financial, legal, procurement and workforce
matters to the Board, CEO and the executive management team. They ensure proper
financial controls are in place and provide financial reporting, including budget review
statements, annual accounts and other reports as required. In addition, they ensure external
and internal audit procedures are correctly implemented, coordinate matters pertaining to
GOLDOC premises, operational and workforce requirements and coordinate the delivery of IT
systems.
Andrew Woodward - General Manager, Marketing and Communication
The role has overall responsibility for the development, direction and control of the
GOLDOC’s marketing and communication strategies. This includes issues management and
the establishment of policies, procedures and standards to manage and monitor all public
affairs and communication activities including marketing services, brand management, public
affairs, community relations, workforce and corporate communications. A major
responsibility for this role is to generate community ownership and excitement about
GC2018, as well as providing the appropriate positioning and brand development to achieve
revenue targets.
Public Sector Ethics Act 1994
Public Sector Ethics Act 1994 pertains to details of an agency’s action and compliance with
various requirements regarding its code of conduct. The code outlines the expectations of
staff particularly in upholding GOLDOC’s values and in behaving in the manner required in
daily business activities. The code of conduct is provided to all employees with electronic
copies available for ongoing reference.
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Governance – risk management and accountability
Risk management
A key output of 2012-13 was the development of GOLDOC’s risk management policy. The
risk management policy has been developed with reference to the Australian / New Zealand
standard AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 Risk Management - Principles and Guidelines and
examples from other Games organising committees. The risk management approaches and
thresholds of key delivery partners were also considered. The objective of this policy is to
meet GOLDOC’s current needs with regard to risk management. The risk management
policy will be subject to review at least annually. This will ensure that the policy continues to
reflect the ever evolving and growing organisation. The policy provides GOLDOC with a
starting point for risk management activities and aids the development of business and
operational plans and risk registers.
External scrutiny
The external audit plan with Queensland Audit Office (QAO) was approved by the GOLDOC
Board in July 2013. The external audit of GOLDOC’s financial statements took place in June
and July 2013, followed by certification by QAO. Much work has taken place over the twelve
months ending June 2013 towards this activity, including the implementation of specific
policies, financial management processes and controls across day to day finance activities
(including transactions), taxation and working capital management and development of
processes to facilitate State Government financial reporting requirements.
Internal audit
An internal audit function is yet to be established for GOLDOC. Once operational, it will
provide guidance to management and the Finance and Audit Committee on internal controls
and the management of business risk.
Information systems and recordkeeping
GOLDOC applications
In 2012-13 GOLDOC completed the first phase of its information management system
implementation. The Open Text solution, branded internally as the ‘Vault’, was completed
on 30 June 2013. It provides GOLDOC and its collaborative partners with a secure and
robust repository for records and information.
First phase of ICT strategy
GOLDOC’s ICT Strategy and Delivery Plan (Phase 1) document has been established. This
point-in-time plan outlines the approved strategic direction and agreed delivery approach of
technology in support of the Commonwealth Games. This first phase is focused on the
delivery of corporate services and establishing the baseline technology principles to be
applied to the design and implementation of technology services.
Development of ICT policy and supporting guidelines
A high-level, principles-based ICT policy has been drafted. Guidelines, supporting this
position, are already operational in relation to ICT security, change management, system
testing and disaster recovery. The policy and guidelines are aligned with State Government
legislation and information technology standards.
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ICT platform
The corporate ICT platform has been reviewed and re-designed to establish a strong
foundation to support corporate services and systems growth through to Games time. The
design work is complete and implementation was finalised on 30 June 2013.

Governance – human resources
Workforce planning, attraction and retention and performance
GOLDOC is committed to attracting and retaining a highly skilled workforce to achieve its
objectives. As a newly formed corporation, it had 26 full-time equivalent employees (FTEs)
including one secondee as at 30 June 2013.
The following activities were undertaken during 2012-13 to ensure ideal attraction, retention,
and performance through the delivery of fair, equitable and appropriate workforce practices:
1.

Workforce planning

A workforce baseline was developed to estimate the total workforce resourcing requirements
across all divisions. The plan identified the number of staff, position titles and the workforce
diversity profile needed during 2012-13. Further analysis and liaising with other functional
areas will be undertaken to establish more detailed resourcing requirements, with particular
focus on volunteer forecasts.
2.

Attraction and retention

During 2012-13 GOLDOC progressed development of a reward strategy and framework with
consideration given to ensuring a balance of labour related costs with the ability to attract
and keep staff. This is especially critical in an environment where budgets are constrained,
jobs are short term and recruitment and retention of key staff is crucial.
3.

Performance

Delivering a great GC2018 will require all employees to fully appreciate and value their
contribution to the ultimate success of GC2018 and its legacy. Managing performance is
central to effectively managing human resources. The key will be to implement a simple
performance management framework that will apply to all employees. As GOLDOC operates
in a project-based environment, an annual performance planning and review procedure has
been implemented. The procedure ensures individual goals and behaviours are linked to
corporate goals and business plans. All staff performance reviews for 2012-13 are currently
underway. All managers will meet with each employee who is under their supervision and
review their performance over the past twelve months and provide constructive feedback.
Roles are extensively advertised on the GC2018 website and in the media. The majority of
employment opportunities will start from 2015 onwards.
Carers (Recognition) Act 2008
The Carers (Recognition) Act 2008 recognises and supports the role of carers and requires
public authorities to report on how they have implemented the Carers Act, including the
Carers Charter. GOLDOC meets its requirements under the Act by implementing a number
of flexible working initiatives for staff, including personal leave, carer’s leave, career breaks,
leave without pay and an employee assistance program. All GOLDOC initiatives and policies
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are developed through participative decision making processes and consultation with
stakeholders. Under the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010 GOLDOC is required to report
on public interest disclosures. There were no matters required to be disclosed for public
interest over the reporting period.

Open Data
For 2012-13, GOLDOC’s consultancies and overseas travel will be published through the
Queensland Government’s Open Data website (www.data.qld.gov.au) instead of in the
annual report.
Online publication
GOLDOC will publish the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games Corporation Annual
Report 2013 online at www.goldoc.com
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Financial Statements
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Compliance checklist
Summary of requirement

Basis for requirement

Letter of
compliance



Accessibility






A letter of compliance from the
accountable officer or statutory body to
the relevant Minister
Table of contents
Glossary
Public availability
Interpreter service statement



Copyright notice



Information licensing







Introductory information
Agency role and main functions
Operating environment
Machinery of Government changes
Government objectives for the
community
Other whole-of-government plans /
specific initiatives
Agency objectives and performance
indicators
Agency service areas, service standards
and other measures
Summary of financial performance
Chief Financial Officer (CFO) statement
Organisational structure
Executive management
Related entities
Boards and committees
Public Sector Ethics Act 1994

General
information

Non-financial
performance




Financial
performance
Governance –
management and
structure









Governance – risk
management and
accountability









Governance –
human resources



Open Data
Financial
statements





Risk management
External Scrutiny
Audit committee
Internal Audit
Public Sector Renewal Program
Information systems and recordkeeping
Workforce planning, attraction and
retention and performance
Early retirement, redundancy and
retrenchment

Voluntary Separation Program
Open Data
Certification of financial statements

Annual report
reference
1

ARRs – section 8
ARRs – section 10.1
ARRs – section 10.2
Queensland Government
Language Services
Policy
ARRs – section 10.3
Copyright Act 1968

2
N/A
1
1

1

ARRs – section 10.4
Queensland Government
Enterprise Architecture –
Information licensing

1

ARRs – section 10.5
ARRs – section 11.1
ARRs – section 11.2
ARRs – section 11.3
ARRs – section 11.4
ARRs – section 12.1

6
6
6
N/A
8

ARRs – section 12.2

8

ARRs – section 12.3

9

ARRs – section 12.4

9

ARRs – section 13.1
ARRs – section 13.2
ARRs – section 14.1
ARRs – section 14.2
ARRs – section 14.3
ARRs – section 14.4
Public Sector Ethics Act
1994 (section 23 and
Schedule)

10
N/A
11
15
N/A
12
16

ARRs – section 14.5
ARRs – section 15.1
ARRs – section 15.2
ARRs – section 15.3
ARRs – section 15.4
ARRs – section 15.5
ARRs – section 15.7
ARRs – section 16.1

17
17
14
17
N/A
17
18

Directive No. 11/12 Early
Retirement, Redundancy
and Retrenchment
ARRs – section 16.2
ARRs – section 16.3
ARRs – section 17
FAA – section 62
FPMS – sections 42, 43
and 50
ARRs – section 18.1

N/A

N/A
19
20
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Summary of requirement

Basis for requirement



Independent Auditors Report



Remuneration disclosures

FAA – section 62
FPMS – section 50
ARRs – section 18.2
Financial Reporting
Requirements for
Queensland Government
Agencies

Annual report
reference
42

30

ARRs – section 18.3
FAA

Financial Accountability Act 2009

FPMS

Financial and Performance Management Standard 2009

ARRs

Annual report requirements for Queensland Government agencies
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Feedback survey
GOLDOC is interested in hearing your feedback on its annual report. Please assist us by
taking a couple of minutes to complete this survey so we can continue to improve and
provide a quality annual report.
Please select the appropriate response:
1.

The level of detail in the annual report was adequate given GOLDOC’s infancy:
Too little

2.

Acceptable

Very appealing

Just enough

Very valuable

It was easy to navigate my way around the annual report:
Easy

6.

Too complex

I found the information in the annual report was:
Not valuable

5.

Just right

The presentation of the annual report was:
Unappealing

4.

Too much

The writing style in the annual report was:
Far too simple

3.

Just right

Just right

Too complex

Overall the quality of the annual report was:
Low quality

Average quality

High quality

Please return the completed survey to:
Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games Corporation
PO Box 8177, GCMC QLD 9726
Or email: marcom@goldoc.com
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